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undesirable. It was all very well to oppose a Socialist-planned
economy,, bringing in once again the empty phrase of the char-
latan,, to the planned economies of Brucning or Papcn neither
of whom were fundamentally opposed to modified forms of state
Socialism, but it was perfectly hopeless to oppose it as a battle-
cry to "All power to the Storm Troops." The leadership may
have honestly believed that that cry was meaningless. It was
meaningless, of course, but it was no more meaningless than the
cry "All power to the Soviets," which had carried Leninism to
triumph, and only for lack of a Lenin had failed to carry to a
similar victory the German revolutionaries of 1918. The sim-
plicity of the Hitlerite definition of the issue—our revolution or
yours—the declaration of war on "Marxism;" threw the Left on
the defensive; it had but one chance of victory and that was to
pass to the offensive. It could not really oppose liberty to authority
now. That issue was settled and could not be altered so long as
physical force was an authoritarian concentrated in the hands
of government. It only remained to oppose revolution to reaction.
It was no longer a matter of theory against theory, programme
against programme; it was a matter of physical conflict, a simple
issue of physical life or death. Nothing was more certain than
that power would go to the heads of the Storm Troops who from
the intellectual point of view were as much doped and therefore
irresponsible as cocaine-sniffing gunmen are from the physical;
nothing was less certain than that their leaders could or would
hold them back. There was every reason in the world to believe
that, if power were gained, if the restraint of law were removed,
then in Germany no less than anywhere eke the code of the
jungle would rule, though it is unfair to compare the clean kill
of the brute with the sadism of which man is capable. The threat
of the establishment of barbarism was the supreme justification
for revolution.
There was only one policy of any use now and that was to
prepare deliberately for armed action. It might not be necessary
but it had to be prepared. The rank and file of the Left, except
the conscientious objector, felt that instinctively. Those to whom
liberty was not a philosophical term but a possession without

